Multifeeder Technology
Vac-Trac Discharge

The Multifeeder Technology® Vac-Trac Discharge combines product separation and vacuum conveyance into one compact package. Providing an open area on the discharge with the product control of a vacuum belt, the Vac-Trac is the perfect platform for and pick and place presentation, print apply labeling, ink jet or laser imprinting, whole product verification applications. Contact one of our experienced Application Experts to learn more about cost saving and production opportunities possible with the Multifeeder Technology® Vac-Trac Discharge.

- **Inline Design** – Consolidates multiple steps into one efficient inline process potentially eliminating secondary operations and equipment to maximize production output.

- **Proven Reliability** – Utilizes our proven computer controlled, servo-driven technology as our friction feeders to provide years of exceptional productivity.

- **Flexibility** – Our heavy duty adjustable stand provides mobile and production flexibility. This allows the equipment to be used where you need it, when you need it.

- **User Friendly Design** – Visible setup graphics and optional Siko® dials allow for quick changeover.

- **Typical Applications**
  - Ink Jet Application
  - Print & Apply Applications
  - Laser Applications
  - Product Verification
  - Product Inspection
  - Space Constraints
  - Budget Considerations

Contact one of our experienced Application Experts to learn more about cost saving and production opportunities possible with the Multifeeder Technology® Vac-Trac Discharge.